
5. The Queen of Curves 

The uniqueness of Zuha Hadid was in her style of work and the way she presented herself. 

She left a great imprint on the contemporary global architectural scene, and she is 

considered one of the most famous architecture engineers of her time. 

Hadid's geometric designs are characterized by boldness, with a sense of fragmentation, 

instability and movement, and this deconstructive method led her to be classified among the 

leading architects of deconstructive architecture, which is considered one of the 

architectural forms that appeared in the twentieth century in America and Europe thanks to 

the use of design programs developed from the programs of the aircraft industry. 

The deconstructive structure in engineering opposes the traditional logical structure, and 

she follows non-straight lines with multiple perspectives in her designs, to produce in the 

end a design based on distortion or disassembly of architectural lines, which goes hand in 

hand with philosophical and artistic deconstruction of the French thinker Jacques Derrida. 

 

 

6. Joe Biden's Speech: Russia Invades Ukraine 

Sorry to keep you waiting. Good afternoon. The Russian military has begun a brutal assault 

on the people of Ukraine without provocation, without justification, without necessity. This 

is a premeditated attack. Vladimir Putin has been planning this for months, as we’ve been 

saying all along. He moved more than 175,000 troops and military equipment into positions 

along the Ukrainian border. He moved blood supplies into position and built a field hospital, 

which tells you all you need to know about his intentions all along. He rejected every good 

faith effort the United States and our allies and partners made to address our mutual 

security concerns through dialogue to avoid needless conflict and avert human suffering. For 

weeks, we have been warning that this would happen and now it’s unfolding largely as we 

predicted. In the past week, we’ve seen shelling increase in the Donbas, a region in Eastern 

Ukraine controlled by Russian backed separatists. 

 


